Camp Jonathan Conference Centre
Administered jointly by the Presbyteries of Thekwini & Drakensberg

Telephone:
VAT Number:

031 781 1985 / 082 829 9502 Brian or 072 220 2176 Lucy
426 010 8388

Email:
campjonathancc@gmail.com
Website: www.campj.net

2019 TARIFF LIST
Please note Camp Jonathan is a Church based ministry and not a business, therefore tariffs are already set
as cheap as possible. Regrettably NO DISCOUNTS can be considered for groups of less than 100 without
Camp Jonathan operating at a loss.

DAY CONFERENCE
Day Conference – one meal and tea’s with muffins
Day Conference – one meal & tea
Partial Day Conference – with tea

CAMP JONATHAN - OVERNIGHT STAY–

R 250.00 per person per day
R 220.00 per person per day
R 200 per person

Bedding not provided except for fitted sheet (Sleeps up to150 Guests)

PER NIGHT INCLUDING 3 MEALS
R 60 000 (minimum charge for weekend)
Groups smaller than 25 persons, please note that the minimum charge for the group is R9000 per night.
Family camp groups must comprise of at least 25 adults, minimum charge for the group is R9000 per night.

Groups
Per Night
Units (1 Duiker, 2 Oribi, 3 Bushbuck)
Unit 4 Sunbird and Unit 6 Fish Eagle

R 375 sharing only
R 375 sharing R425 single

Special Rates For Family Camps of 35 persons and more Only
(This special does not apply to youth groups, school, couples camps, men’s or women’s camps where children accompany parents)

14 years to 20 years (applies to max 10 kids)
5 years to 13 years (applies to max 10 kids)
Under 5 years old (applies to max 10 kids)

R 300
R 200
Free

Special schools rate for school groups, usually mid-week

Day visitors joining with groups

R320 (Teachers also R320)

Entrance R60 plus Breakfast R40, Lunch R60, Supper R60

Deposit to secure booking R2500 and send proof of payment
Please take a moment to read the small print: Camp Jonathan Terms & Conditions:













Tariffs are subject to change when necessary due to inflation of costs. No extra cost for use of hall etc.
Unless otherwise specified, rates are per person per night and include dinner, bed, breakfast & lunch. Please note that discounts are not given for skipped meals.
No self-catering facilities. No outside fires or braais due to high fire risk. Gas braais are welcome. No braais on the verandahs.
Invoices are made out according to the actual rooms used as well as day visitor costs and meals served and may differ from the estimat ion given in the quotation.
Payment must be made in full by the day of departure or an extra charge of 10% will be added to the total of the invoice.
A deposit of R2500 and proof of payment is required to secure the booking.
Please make sure to send proof of payment for all deposits made into the Camp Jonathan account.
Deposits include a 10% handling fee. The balance of deposit is only refundable if more than 3 months written notice of cancellation is given.
Unless exclusive use is requested at R60000 minimum for the weekend, Camp Jonathan is free to book more than one group at a time.
Eats with tea are not provided. We are able to supply eats at a cost of R10 pp per tea. Prior arrangement is essential. You are most welcome to bring your own eats, cooki es, rusks etc.
Beds are provided with a fitted sheet only. If bedding is required an additional bedding charge of R30 for the first night and thereafter R20 per night per person will be required. Bedding
consists of a pillow, duvet and blanket.
Final numbers must be submitted no later than 7 days before arrival. That number is final and the invoice will be made out for that number or more but not for less than the
number specified.



There are menu options available on the menu that can be arranged with management at least 7 days before arrival,
otherwise management will set the menu.





For special diet requirements our ability to cater is limited and may require an additional charge per meal.
Meal times, arrival and departure times as arranged must be strictly adhered to or may incur 10% extra charge to the final invoice.
Arrival time is from 15:00 to 19:00 on the day of arrival unless otherwise arranged in advance. Departure time is no later than 15:00 on the day of departure unless otherwise arranged in
advance. Clear out rooms by 10:00 on the day of departure.
Make sure that your group familiarize themselves with Camp Jonathan rules and guidelines and that all guests adhere to the rules to avoid anyone being asked to leave without refund.
The site has been set apart as a place of worship and therefore we do not condone the use of alcohol or smoking on the premises. Due to the huge volumes of LPG gas on the site
smoking is prohibited. Smoking in or near any of the buildings are strictly prohibited. Smoking or open fires due to the farm ing environment is strictly prohibited due to the fire hazard.
No prestik on painted walls. Kitchen strictly out of bounds to guests due to health and safety regulations.
Please take large amounts of plastic waste away yourself. We do not have dumping facility for it.
Right of admission reserved.







Banking details:
Account name:
Camp Jonathan Conference Centre
NEDBANK Hayfields,
Cheque Account Number: 134 054 3435
Branch Code: 134 025
Please clearly specify which group made the deposit and make sure to send proof of payment to Camp Jonathan.

